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The “Ouled el Guichiya”
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17 May 2018, AMDH Avenue Hassan II Rue Agensous, Im. 6, Apt 1. Rabat

The “Ouled el Guichiya”
reclaim their right to rehousing

1. State of the current situation
In march 2014, law enforcements started to destroy the houses of
the last remaining inhabitants of the Douar ouled dlim – members of
the Guich Oudaya tribe – situated in the heart of Hay Ryad. These
inhabitants belong to the “ouled el guichiya”– the lineage of mother
guichiya. The state promised them rehousing in 2006. This would be
a compensation for the transfer operation of the guich in douar
ouled dlim which was conducted by the Society responsible for the
replanning and rebuilding of Riat (SAR), subsidiary to the CDG.
In 2014, the inhabitants remained on their lands– living in plastic
encampments expecting to be assigned a rehousing program.
However, no promise was kept, and in December 2014, their lands
were completely closed off and the inhabitants were left to live in the
streets. For more than four years, the inhabitants have lived in
improvised shelters on the side of the road, awaiting their rehousing.
On Tuesday the 8th of May 2018, the authorities came and
destroyed these shelters. Eight families still lived there permanently.
Today, the “ouled el guichiya” asks the State to keep their promises,
to assign them rehousing and offer compensation, as was promised
in 2006.
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2.1 - History of the tribe’s right to
the land
The lands of the tribe Guich Oudaya
are situated in the heart of the residential area of Hay Ryad. The Guich
Oudaya tribe has lived on these collective agricultural lands for generations. As a compensation for their
services as a war tribe for the kingdom, the sultan Moulay Abderrahmane gave the tribe of Guich
Oudaya these lands in 1838.
Since the live on more than 4000
hectares stretching from Tamara to
Rabat, the Guich Oudaya tribe chose
as farming system subsistence agriculture for the community.
The land status guich is a specific
status granted to war tribes who
fought for the sultan. As compensation for their military actions, in this
system the tribe received a usufruct
right to the lands as a collective.
However, during the colonial era, the
guich lands were not administered
by the dahir 1919 that supervises
communal lands. The famous geographer Jean Le Coz confirmed that
“in the dahir of 19 January 1946, the
State granted the concession of the
Guich to the Oudaïa tribe” [1] (Le
Coz, 1965, p.15).

Nevertheless after the independence, the Dahir of 19 January 1946
disappeared and the guich lands of
the Guich Oudaya tribe were no
longer governed by any clear legal
status. In practice, they were placed
under the supervision of the Minister of interior. The inhabitants of the
guich lands still had the right to use
the land in usufruct without being
able to claim full ownership of the
land. Since the Ministry of Interior
seized the lands, a sale and land
privatisation could easily occur.
Especially since the consent of the
Guich Oudaya community had to be
given by their naïbs, who were usually quickly incorporated within the
administration.
The Guich Oudaya community,
which was divided into administrative sub-communities, became
unstructured and slowly dismantled
over the years. In the 70s-80s, the
claim on the Guich Oudaya lands
was tightened to serve the expansion of the city Rabat and its outskirts, the city of Temara. Much of
the capital’s major urban projects,
such as the university campus, the
zoo, the Great Green Belt, and particularly the high-class residential district of Hay Ryad, was built as a
result of the State’s control over
these lands.
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By appropriating various legal techniques, including requisitions, the
city of Rabat was able to expand,
and in the name of urbanisation, the
expropriation of the inhabitants of
the Guich Oudaya tribe followed. A
minority was compensated and
forced into buildings located in the
periphery of the city.

2.2 - The expropriation project of
douar ouled dlim in 2003
Covering an area of 96 hectares,
douar ouled dlim, is one of the last
bastions of the lands still belonging
of the tribe Guich Oudaya, Located
in the heart of Hay Ryad, it borders
the highway belt towards Casablanca.
In 2003, the SAR, became the developer of the "Guich Oudaya" project.
As a purchaser of the lands of douar
ouled dlim, the SAR is in charge of
the subdivision, the marketing of the
lots of land and the compensation
of the expropriated inhabitants of
douar ouled dlim. Supervised by
King Mohammed VI, a memorandum of understanding was signed,
facilitating the transfer of the douar
ouled dlim lands from the Ministry
of Interior to the SAR.
This transaction was compensated
by a symbolic dirham [2]. The Con-

vention on the implementation of
the "Guich Oudaya" program in
Rabat and Temara was signed
between the Minister of Interior, the
Minister of Finance and Privatization, the Minister Delegate to the
Prime Minister in charge of Housing
and Urban Planning and the Director
General of CDG who is also Chairman of the Board of Directors of the
SAR. The transfer of douar ouled
dlim lands to the SAR has been
included in the framework of Cities
Without Slums.
This convention stipulated in articles 4 and 5: the project management will be ensured by the SAR,
under the responsibility of the CDG
and the delegated project management is entrusted to the CGI.
Through a financial package based
on the "funds for traditional communities", the "Hassan II fund for economic and social development" and
the "Solidarity and Habitat Fund",
the SAR received finances for an
operation which plans for the "resettlement" of the guichis rights’ holders and the "relocation" of slum
dwellers who have bought parcels of
land from guichis right holders.
Described in Article 3, a subdivision
operation is scheduled, intended to
be partially used for the benefit of
the "resettlement" of the right holders. Lots of "resettlement" of 135 m2
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are assigned to "the head of household", and lots of 90m2 to "young
heads of household", with a compensation of 250,000 dirhams for
the first, and 25,000 dirhams for the
second. The slum dwellers will benefit from "relocation" to social housing. For the slum dwellers, the convention provides that they will have
to finance part of their relocations
themselves (by means of credit) [3].
However, as noted by the Court of
Auditors in two reports (one dating
from 2006 and the other from 2014)
[4], the SAR showed a lack of transparency, not only in its management
but also in its appointed criteria for
awarding the allotments that were
supposed to compensate the expropriated inhabitants. Thus, according
to the inhabitants of douar ouled
dlim, there are 126 families who
were not compensated in 2014.
These non-compensated inhabitants claim to be part of the list of
beneficiaries. They all say they are
children of mother "guichiya". Their
council of relocation was in 2006.
Therefore, they do not understand
the reasons why their right to relocation is now being denied. Especially
since the inhabitants visited the
office of Dyar Al Mansour, CGI subsidiary real estate developer in
charge of relocating douar ouled
dlim since 2004. The employees of

Dyar Al Mansour assured them that
their names were on the list of beneficiaries and that their homes were
ready.

2.3 - The struggle
Since March 2014, the "ouled el guichiya" claim their right to relocation.
Since the destruction of their shelters, residents have decided to
maintain the occupation of their
land by living in a makeshift camps.
From 2014 to 2016, the children of
these families were deprived from
good housing and poor school conditions. The harshness of street life
even resulted in the death of a small
3-year-old child who died as a result
of a sunstroke. The repression of the
authorities has also been tough.
During one of the demolition operations of the camp, one of the inhabitants, Lkbir, was burned to the third
degree, and he is still disabled.
Today, eight families still live on the
streets permanently, having no other
place to go. The other inhabitants
are scattered, some are with relatives, others had to rent an apartment.
Despite the difficulties, the inhabitants never stopped fighting by
organizing over a dozen gatherings
in front of the authorities and
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demanding the opening of a dialogue. But also by purposefully informing the
press, many articles have been written on the subject, a documentary retracing their struggle was produced in March 2017, entitled "Wach Hna Maghrba Landless Moroccans", directed by sociologist and director Soraya El Kahlaoui.
Despite all these efforts, the authorities remain deaf and the file is still
blocked without any valid reason being put forward.
Today "ouled el guichiya" calls on civil society, politicians and the authorities
concerned to support them in their struggle for their right to rehousing.

2. Right to housing and women's discrimination in their
access to the right to land
The exclusion of the "ouled el guichiya" is a continuation of the discrimination of women in their right to
compensation in the event of transfer of collective lands, whether they
are soulaliyates or guichiyates.
However, on November 12 2010,
following the movement of women
soulaliyates and guichiyates for
their right to land, the Ministry of
Internal Affairs issued a handbill recognizing women’s tribal land the
right to be compensated in case of
transfer of that land. Nevertheless,
still not translated in law, this handbill remains little applied. Today, and
despite the enactment of the new

2011 Constitution, "progress" for
women's rights in tribal lands seems
to have been in shambles. There are
many cases of women who are still
not compensated in case of transfer
of collective land, and there is no
equal treatment between men and
women in this area.
The case of the exclusion of "ouled
el guichiya" is a good example of
women's discrimination in their right
to compensation in the event of land
surrender, since this time it is the
descendants of the mother guichiya
who are deprived of a fundamental
right: the right to resettlement and
compensation.
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Today, the "ouled el guichiya" proclaim the following:
1. In accordance with the promises received in 2006, they will be granted
rehousing and compensation.
2. Recall that the 2011 Constitution proclaims gender equality in Morocco
(Article 19).
3. Recall that the right to a dignified life and the right of children to attend
school is a fundamental right protected by international law
4. Call for the mobilization of all the forces in Morocco to support them in
their claim for their right to relocation
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